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Experimental signatures for explicit roles of quarks as nuclear
constituents are looked for. It is stressed that hyperons In nuclei nay
reveal unique Information on nuclear interior and possible quark
deconflnement. Future directions of hypernuclear spectroscopy are
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a traditional and conventional picture of nuclear physics, atomic nuclei

are believed to be composed of nucleons (and plons) which keep their free

identities (mass, size, magnetic moment, etc.) in nuclei. Here, the nudeons

are treated as point-like "elementary" fermlona. However, since the nucleon

is Indeed a composite particle consisting of at least three quarks and gluons

(in its simplest model, and probably much more complicated) and has a finite

size, we «rc tempted to raise many Interesting questions beyond the

conventional picture. In the sector of atomic and condensed matter physics

and chemistry the composlteness of atoms is the obvious starting point In

understanding all the phenomena. A free atom cannot keep its free identity in

condensed matter. Valence electrons play an essential role in Interatomic

binding and cause many interesting effects In condensed matter. In some

eases, even inner-shell electrons produce "core polarization" effects.

In ordlnsry nuclear physics the clustering of nudeons such as alpha

particle is a popular phenomenon, where an alpha particle is emitted from a

nucleus with a high probability. The alpha particle is obviously a composite

particle and nobody believes that the alpha particle In its free form exists

in the nucleus before emission; it is "deconfined" or totally dissolved

(Fig.la). In general the observed ct-emmision rate la much smaller than the

estimate assuming that an a particle la moving in the nucleus, but much larger

than the estimate assuming uncorrelated Individual nucleons in the nucleus.

Nuclear physicists readily understand and handle this phenomena in terms of

"subpartlcle degrees of freedom" (in this case, nucleon degrees of freedom of

alpha clustering phenomena).



a) a-emission from baryon condensed matter

b) Baryon emission from quark condensed matter

baryon

Fig-l Emission of a particle with substructure from its condensed
matter, a) alpha particle emission from nucleon condensed
matter and b) nucleon emission front quark condensed maccer.

On the other hand, as we go one step forward, namelyf into subnucIconic

degrees of freedom, the situation becomes very confusing. In nuclear

phenomena a nucleon is absorbed by or emitted front a nucleus (Flg.Jb). . This

is an empirical basis for believing that the nucleus consists of nucleons, but

in the eye of substructure of nucleons this does not assure at all that the

absorbed or emitted nucleon persists to be Che same free nucleon In Che

nucleus. It may be deconfined to some extent; even when it behaves like a

nucleon, it may not possess the same free-nucleon properties. Such an effect

is expected from the fact that the free nucleon has a substantial spatial

distribution and thus overlaps uich other nucleons in nuclei, as shown in

Fig.2 (che root mean square radius of a free nucleon is 0.9 tm, while the mean

inter-nuclean distance is only 1.6 f»). Such an overlapping effect is further

enhanced, if the nucleon size is expanded in nuclei.

In this talk I would like to approach this interesting problem with

unbiased eyes of an experimentalist.
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Fig.2 Nucleon distribution versus average inter-nucleon distance.

2. ELECTRON ATOM VERSUS QUARK ATOM

Let us first compare between the ordinary electron atom and a fictitious

quark atom. In the electron atom the electrons move in a Coulomb potential,

and their single-particle energies, as shown in Fig.3a. Here, they are

characterized by a small spin-orbit splitting, namely, the J-/+1/2 member lies

slightly above the j-Z-1/2 member. This spin-orbit doublet is a natural

consequence of the Dirac equation. It should, however, be noted that this is

not the general property of the Dirac equation, but is only specific to the

Coulomb potential.

Quarks are believed to be confined within a confinement potential so that

the total colour Is singlet; three quarks of different colours should fill

each state. The single-particle energy levels are as shown in Fig.3b. Here

Is a very large spin-orbit splitting, and interestingly enough, the j-l+1/2

member lies amen lower than the j«i-I/2 member in contrast to the case of the

electron atom. Thit. is reminiscent of nuclear shell structure.

It is interesting to mention that in the same year of 1928 as Dirac

proposed the famous relativistic equation Brelt studied how the magnetic

moment of electron is changed when bound to a nucleus. He obtained the
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following formula from the Dlrac equation,

CD U ' U O+2Jl-a2Z2)/3,

where u is the free value of electron magnetic moment. The decrease of the
o

magnetic moment is the consequence of the relatlvlstlc motion. Breit's

motivation was to solve the then existing puzzling problem, namely, the fairly

smooth isotope dependence of nuclear magnetic moments in spite of the belief

that Che nucleus is composed of protons and "nuclear electrons". He expected

that the electrons orbiting in a nucleus should produce smaller magnetic

moments compared with the Bohr magneton, but even in the limit of Z=137 the

eq.(l) amounts to only 1/3. This means that, as far as the electron is bound

in a Coulomb potential, its mass and magnetic moment do not change much.

From the present-day point of view Brelt must have faced a confinement

problem. Of course, the fictitious "nuclear electron" was Immediately

abandoned when the neutron was discovered, but the idea of confining light

particles within a small region became Important after five decades. Nearly

ciassless u and d quarks can have large energies and small magnetic moments

corresponding to large "constituent Basses" of u and d quarks (m • DL./3), and

the magnetic moment of nucleon is given in terms of the quark magnetic

moments .

The Brelt correction on the electron magnetic noment was not measured

simply because electrons of both spin directions always occupy the deeply

ELECTRON ATOM OUARK ATOM

V(r)

Fig.3 Elecron atom versus quark atom.
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bound orbitals. In 1960 Ford et al. pointed out that the magnetic moment of

bound negative muons can be measured and is expressed in a similar way but

with a large finite nuclear size correction. Actually, the magnetic moments
4

of bound negative muons were measured precisely, proving the Brett effect .

3. NUCLEON CONDENSED MATTER OR QUARK CONDENSED MATTER?

We can conceive two extreme situations for nuclear structure. One is the

point-nucleon limit (Fig.4a), where nucleons occupy nucleonic shell orbitals,

and the Pauli exclusion principle applies to nucleon quantum numbers. This is

the assumption underlying nuclear shell model. While nuclear shell model is

successful In describing nuclear phenomena In the Fermi surface region, its

validity has not been examined for the Interior region.

The ether extreme situation is a totally deconfined quark atom (Fig.Ac),

where individual quarks move in quark shells, and the Pauli principle applies

Nucleon Shell
NUCLEAR
STRUCTURE

Quark Shell

Point Nucleon

Pauli blocking
in nucleon level

Cluster

Intermediate

Quark Soup

Pauli blocking
in quark level

Fig.4 Nuclear structure in view of nucleon substructure.
Ensemble of a) point-like nucleonsf b) overlapping
quark clusters! and c) deconfined quark soup.
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in Che quark level. A solvable quark shell model has been proposed by the

Bonn group5, in which all quarks are confined within a large nuclear bag.

Here, the MIT bag model for free baryons is expanded to the whole nuclear

region. A (u,cf) pairing correlation is taken into account and an unpaired

single quark represents "single-particle" motion. This model can account for

nuclear shell structure without assuming the spin-orbic Interaction (it is a

natural consequence of quark atom as we have seen}. Does this view conflict

any observable nuclear properties? We vill discuss this question later.

We balieve that the real situation is somewhere in between the two extreme

situations (Fig.4b) where quarks are well clusterized but still overlap with

others. Now, our problem is how to disentangle such situations from nuclear

properties.

In general, what a role does the substructure of a particle play In a

many-body system? One of them is Pauli blocking in the subparticle level.

Yazakl et al. have shown from a simple model that, even if the nucleon size

is unchanged in nuclei, the antisymmetrization of quarks has appreciable

effects. Another is spectroscopic amplitude for emission and absorption of

the particle. Let us consider the knock on probability of a nucleon from a

nucleus by a quasi-free (e.e'p) reaction. Its response function will be

With quark exchange
Without *

*5ksd freesize/>^\\q=3fm-

IO% p̂̂  W \
expanded *

quark
antisymmetrizotion

lift

0.5

>

deconfined

t.o
a; (fm-'J

%

1.5

Fig.5 Knock-out probability of a nucleon from a nucleus depending
on the substructure, given by Takeuchi et al. .



decreased as the nucleon radius is enlarged, and in the quark shell limit it

becomes exceedingly small, as shown in Pig.5, compared with the experimetal

observation. This means that the nuclear interior region consists of

rucleon-like objects* which is incompatible with the quark soup picture.

However, if one compares the experimental response function with theory more

carefully, one notices a substantial discrepancy which indicates that the

nucleon radius in nuclei Is substantially larger than the free nucleon size.

This was first pointed out by Noble . Yazaki et al. showed that the response

function is furthermore changed by taking into account the antisymmetrization

of quarks, as shown in Fig.5.

Recently, the structure function of quarks in nuclei has been measured from
9

deep inelastic lepton scattering by the EMC group and also at SLAC . They

showed a similar expansion effect, but allowed other Interpretations as

ii 10well .

These observations triggered a new question as to whether or noc the

nucleon properties In nuclei remain the same as in free nucleons.

4. INDICATION FROM NUCLEAR MAGNETIC MOMENTS

Let us introduce you to some arguments on nuclear magnetic moments. So

far, in the discussions of nuclear magnetic moments people simply assumed that

the mass of nucleons is Invariant and so is the nuclear Bohr magneton. We can

raise questions on this assumption. If the radius of nucleons increases by a

fraction 5R/R, then the spin g factors will be changed as follows,

(2) «5g (p) = C6R/R)go
£ree(p), and «g (n) - (<5H/R)gc

f C C e ( n ) .

Usually, the core polarization effect tends to change and renonaalize the

effective spin g factors In nuclei , and thus it is very difficult to deduce

the spin g factors in a one-body nucleon Ml operator. In the simplest nuclei,

He and H, such spin g factors are safely deduced. They are known to be

anomalous; enhanced over the free nucleon values (see Fig.6).
12

Karl et al. claimed that this anomaly is due to possible six quark

structure of these A»3 nuclei. However, any anomaly arising from quark

substructure follows the ratio

(3) 6gs(p)/5gsCn) « g s
f r e e(p)/g s

f r e eU) - -1.5

Such a ratio of -1.5, if observed, would be a very unique signature for a

quark effect, because meson exchange effects give an lsovector type



3He-3H

-0.5

neutron

0.5

proton

Sgs(p)/Sgs(n)

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0

e*p

/ meson
/ exchange

expanded
nucteon

(6-quark I

Fig.6 Anomalous magnetic moments in the A=3 system.

correction, the ratio being -1. The experimental ratio, however, is close to

-1, indicating that the observed anomalies are mostly due to mesonic effects.

On the other hand, the orbital g factors for nucleons (which free nucleons

do not possess) can be deduced front experiments and are known to be
13 14

enhanced , presumably due to the meson exchange effect . Recently* the

present author examined this old problem in light of quark structure . In

general, the orbital motion of a nucleon can be visualized as in Fig.7. The

nucleon emits a quark-antiquark pair corresponding to the meson exchange

effect. This will produce an anomaly of Isovector type. On the other hand,

the orbiting nucleon may not be the free nucleon. Then, we expect r change of

the nuclear magneton. The latter effect applies only to protons, and thus

produces an anomaly not of isovector character. Actually, the gg anomalies

in heavy nuclei are not isovector. From a detailed analysis of the magnetic
2 OS

momemts in the Pb region the present author concluded that the effective

nuclear magneton is enhanced by about 10% over the free value. From this fact

one may say that the nucleon mass is effectively reduced by 102. (Or very



Fig.7 Orbital motion of a proton viewed from quark structure.

conservatively one may take this value as an upper limit of the anomaly.)

Nuclear magnetic moments measured provide Important information, but only

on surface nucleons. how do we know magnetic properties of inner nucleons?

This Is a difficult but extremely interesting problem. Recently Mulders

showed from the analysis of electron scattering data "hat the core protons

have enhanced spin magnetic moments (around 20-302). Whether this effect is

due to mesonic exchange or to quark effect Is not known. If one could obtain

information on neutron magnetic moments, one could apply the criteria (3} to

distinguish between the two cases.

If quarks in nuclei vere in deconfined states as given by the Bonn group,

the magnetic moment of a single particle state vould be carried by a single

quark and be too large ccr»oared with the experimental value, as pointed out by

Arima et al. It is represented by 6g « 1 t . Furthermore, a spin-flip Ml

transition should be suppressed because the other two quarks cannot follow

spin fllppig. However, the well known magnetic properties of nuclei (enhanced

6g( and retarded HI transition) may find a part of their origins In somewhat

deconfined quarks.



5. INTERIOR FACE OF NUCLEI

Our present knowledge on nuclei is limited to the Fermi surface region. It

is difficult to touch the interior region. We know that nuclear shell model

works veil* but we do not know yet whether the ground and low lying orbitals

in heavy nuclei, as conceived in the shell model exists or not. This is a very

different situation compared vith the electron atom, where we can prove

experimentally that the ground Is orbital exists In a heavy atom. In the case

of nuclei we can knock out an inner shell nucleon, but we cannot obtain

Information as to from which orbital it has come out because a deep hole state

is a highly excited state and deexcites immediately by emitting nucleons, its

width belr.g too large. See Fig.8. Here is an inherent difficulty in handling

such a strongly interacting many-body system as nuclei.

Experimentally
inaccessible

^ W e l l - c o n f i n e d ^
quark cluster

t?

Deconfined
quark cluster

[ Experimentally
accessible

HYPERON
UUCLEOU

Fig.8 Nucleon hole states versus hyperon single-particle states.

The famous experiment at Saclay showed that the charge distribution of

the 3s proton outside Pb indeed follows the theoretical 3s density

distribution which is centered at the nuclear core. This is, however, for a

shell orbital at the Fermi surface, not for a deep-lying orbital. Even in

this 3s case the absolute density Is missing by 30% compared with the pure

single particle wave function.

6. HYPERON AS A SPECTATOR OF NUCLEAR INTERIOR AND QUARK DECONFINEMENT

The presence of deeply lying shell orbitals can be examined by using a

hyperon. The present conventional picture of hypernuclel is that a hypern

moves in its own shell orbitals which are single particle states in a hyperon

average potential. We can test this hypothesis by looking at the level

structure of hypernuclei including the ground orbital. In contrast to the

nucleon hole in ordinary nuclei, a hyperon orbital in hypernuclei can be

detected as a particle state just like mesonic orbitals in a mesonlc atom.

-1 0 -



The ground orbital Is the mast stable state (see Fig.8).

Hyperon binding In nuclei serves as a spectator of nuclea.- interior not

only In the sense of baryon single particle Kotlon but also related to quark

structure. In the conventional picture (Fig.4a) a hyperon Is a fernton that

is distinguishable fro» nucleons. There Is no Faull blocking betveer. nucleon

and hyperon. It can occupy Its own orbital independent of nucleon states. We

raise a serious question on this conventional picture. To cake a possible

conjecture let us suppose the other extrece case (Fig.4c) for a hyperoa.

Here, the s quark In the hyyeron has a freedom to occupy Its o>-n shell

orbital, whilj the other (u,d) quarks cannotp because the nuclear (u.d) quarks

already occupy their orbitals up to the Feral sea. This Beans that a hyperon

in a nucleus can be deconflned to soce extent. In the case of nucleons in

nuclei there Is no strong reason for nucleon deconfln»ent» but in the case of

hyperon there is a special reason due to the enormous asysaetry between the

hyperon number and the nucleon nunbeia. In addition, the hyperon size is not

knoun experimentally even In the free state, (tladeau et al. gave •

theoretical conjecture that the hyperon size nay be larger than the free

nucleon size.)

The real situation should be sosewhere betveen the two extrene cases

(Fig.4b), but bow can ve find experinental signatures?

There are soae interesting aspects already !-nnvn on hypernuclel .

1) The potential for A Is snaller than for a nucleon. This can be

accounted for by considering quark clusters . A nallve estimate is 2/3, as

u-quork Od-quork ©s-quorfc



the number of active quarks In A or £ is 2.

2) The single particle Is splitting for A is very small compared with that

for nucleoiis. This was also accounted for by the quark model **"" (of course,

the role of quarks here is implicit) as well as by other models. A crucial

information on the origin of the nuclear spin-orbit interaction will come from

that of Z hypernuclei.

3) A £ hyperon forms resonance states vhose widths are unexpectedly narrow

compared with the strong interaction conversion process E N -*• AN in nuclei.

The Z. states so far identified are resonance states of substlcutional

r(fmj

free

jEXP

Weak Decay
5*He

I
NMS

! MISLE

T (10~10sec)

Fig.20 The A - He potential (upper left) and the A distribution
(upper right) calculated by Kurihara, Akaishi and Tanaka
(denoted by JSLE). (Lower) The observed weak-decay
lifetime of AHe compared with the calculation (ISLE).



configurations. Whoie are Che ground states of £ located and with what

widths? — this is one of the most important current questions.

Lee us take up one of the simplest hypernuclei, ^He. In this nucleus the

Is bound by an alpha particle He with a binding energy of 3 MeV. This

binding energy is considerably smaller chan the theoretical expectation (so

called over-binding problem). Recently, an interesting conjecture has been

proposed by Hungerford and Biedenharn in terms of quark structure. As shown

in Fig-9, in the extreme quark shell model the u and d from A cannot occupy

the ground Is orbital, but the tp orbical. This Pauli blocking costs an

additional energy to form the ground state of He.
A

24 4

Recently, Kurihara et al. calculated the A- He potential based on the

two-body A-N Interactions. This potential has a strong repulsive core (they

call this shape ISLE) as shown in Fig.10. Then» the binding energy becomes

A=4 SIGMA NUCLEI

1 = 3/2

1=3/2

4He(K~.ir-)x»He
Fig.II

Quark structure of A*4 sigroa hypernuclei;
shaded circle: s quark,
open circle: u quark, and
closed circle: d quark.
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smaller, and, more interestingly the density distribution of A does not fallow

the Is state density, but resides very much outside the alpha particle. Under

such a situation the free weak decay A •*• Nir is not blocked by the presence of

core nucleons so much as usually expected. They calculated the weak decay

life time, which agrees well with the experimental value, as shown in Pig. 10.

In this respect a new experimental program at BNL on weak decay of A

hypernuclei is very interesting.

This baryon model has a similarity with the extreme quark model. In the

former the repulsive core in the two-body interaction plays an important role,

while in the latter the quark Pauli blocking explains the same phenomena.

Which model is better? This is 'Jt clear. Since the origin of the hard core

in the baryon interactions mos_ likely lies in quarks, these two models may

hive a conunn'. essence. Prom the viewpoint of quark structure the Pauli

blocking depends on the number of particles and their configuration. Within

the context of the baryon model it may correspond to many-body interactions.

So, this problem can be attacked by combining more experimental informations,

namely, various mass numbers and configurations.

Another lntersting case is £ binding in few-body systems, as shown in

Fig.11. The 1-3/2 ground state of Z * 3N system should be Pauli blocked in

the extreme quark shell model because the number of d quarts is 7 exceeding

the maximum number 6 allowed in the s orbital, while the 1*1/2 state is not.

Harada et al. predicted a well bound state for 1*1/2 ( He) but an unbound

state for 1-3/2 ( £-n). Here again, the both models give the same direction.

This interesting hypernuclear few body system has not been studied

experimentally, but will be performed soon.

If we extend the quark picture toward a heavy system, a futher interesting

situation is expected. In the extreme quark shell model possible

configurations of hypernuclei will be as shown in the left-hand side of Fig.12

to be compared with the conventional baryon model in the right-hand side.

This quark picture is certainly too extreme, because no clustering nature is

considered, but we expect many suggestive features from this. For instance,

in heavy nuclei a hyperon may feel a more repulsive potential as it occupies a

lower lying orbital because of the Pauli blocking, resulting in an effective

potential which is different from the Woods-Saxon type. Then, the single-

particle spectrum of hyperon will be distorted accordingly. So it is

important to study heavy hypernuclei in details. How?

7. NEW DEVELOPMENT OF HYPERNUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY

Historically, most of the light A hypernuclear ground states were
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Quark Configuration

Hyperon
Single-particle

Shell

V 1resonance
escape

lu.d) shell s shell
bound I

/

Fig.12 Quark configurations of hypernuclear states (1' *t)
corresponding to hypernuclear resonance and bound
states (right) in the conventional view.

identified in emulsions and bubble chambers in the period of 1956-1975. Since

the successful experiment at CERN the recoilless formation of A and £

hypernuclei have been used to Identify mostly 0 states of substitutional

configurations (JN~ Jv)0 whose population is enhanced at zero momentum

transfer. However, It should be mentioned that the substitutional states are

excited states, either "deep nucleon hole and low-lying hyperon state" or

"shallow nucleon hole and high-lying hyperon state". So, in heavy nuclei this

method does not produce what we want, namely "shallow nucleon hole and low-

lying hyperon states". To populate those states of the type (JH J1
Y)J> where

j N is Xarge and j'v is small, a suitable Momentum transfer is necessary.

There has been a misbelief that hypernuclei should be produced only at the

recoilless condition which is provided by in flight (K ,ir) reactions at around

500 MeV/c. In very recent years other promising methods with large momentum

transfer have been proposed and are actually being used.
+- 29

One is to use stopped K absorption and measure outgoing * . It has



the following advantages, i) The elementary branching for z production is

large and the momentum transfer in this case is 170 KeV/c. One can easily

identify Z ground and excited states, as far as they are narrow single

particle states. 11) there Is no drastic selectivity for particular states;

one can populate most states that exist, iii) A hypernuclear states uhich are

also populated can be selected by tagging outgoing protons after the weak
30

decay

One can study S hypernuclear states with much higher statistics than ever

before. A preliminary experiment gave interesting results . A further

experimental program is going on by using a magnetic spectrometer o" 1Z solid

angle acceptance. The stopped-K~ spectroscopy can be done by using a

spectrometer of truch larger acceptance. To this aim a superconducting

toroidal spectrometer, as shoun in Fig.13, is being constructed by the

Portv

Fig.13 A Superconductlong Toroidal Spectrometer being constructed
at KEK for hypernuclear spectroscopy with stopped K~.
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University of Tokyo group in collaboration with the Heidelberg group. This

spectrometer has a 12% acceptance together with other peripheral counters for

photons and charged particles. This will permit simultaneous measurements of

both t and A hypernuclei. An expected spectrum for the A region in the case

of Zr(scopped K~, ir~) AZr is shown in Fig.14. The formation intensitres

BA (MeV)
-10 0 10 20

Untagged

270 260 290
n~ Momentum (MeV/c)

B A (UeV)
0 10

"°Zr ( Stopped K". iT ) MAZr

'_!

/ -

Togged by
£p < SO

v-<
s

proton

UeV

s -
I

250 260 270 260 290
n~ Ifomentum (UeV/c)

Fig.lA Monte-Carlo simulation for expected spectra of (stopped K , n")
on Zr. (Above) Untagged spectrum. (Below) Tagged by weak-
decay protons emitted in the hemisphere along the IT direction.
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are calculated by Yazaki assuming a conventional shell-model potential and

wavefunctions. The upper part is a total spectrum and the lower part is a

spectrum tagged J*y weak-decay protons according to the prescription described

by Tamura et al. It will be extremely interesting to see how different

these theoretical spectra would be from experimetal ones. Such a comparison

will reveal CO whac extent the interior states are described by the

conventional nuclear model and to what extent the Z and Che A keep their free

identities. The large acceptance spectrometer will also permit gamma-ray

epectroscopy and weak-decay studies of A states.

The second method is to use associated production of hyperon through

(TT, K ) reactions. This reaction is characcerized by an even larger

momentum transfer (q * 330 MeV/c for A ) . This means that it will be powerful

in forming high-spin states. A recent experiment at BNL on C(n ,K ) ^C

reaction has demonstrated that the ground state as well as the

substitutional state are populated. Ac KEK there is a joint experimental

program of Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Osaka University,

KEK and LAMPF to push forward the (IT, K ) reaction spectroscopy. A super-

conducting kaon spectrometer will be built for this purpose by the INS at KEK.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The question raised at the beginning is interesting and important, but as

far as the surface phenomena in ordinary nuclei are concerned, nuclear states

seem to be well described without quark degrees of freedom. The nuclear

interior region is more interesting, but there is no suitable spectroscopic

means to attack the problem. On the other hand, hyperons may behave uniquely

in nuclei and serve as a spectator of nuclear interior and bring a special

type of deconfinement effect. The recent development of new type of

hypernuclear spectroscopy appears to be very promising in providing new

experimental information related to this question, though it will remain still

difficult to distinguish between an explicit quark effect and a baryon

interaction effect.

The author would like to thank Prof. K. Yazaki for helpful discussions and

Prof. V. Akaishi for informing him of the recent theoretical results. He is

very much indebted to the SKY group of the University of Tokyo, KEK and He-

idelberg collaboration.
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